PURPOSE OF TODAY:

Getting students ready for college, career, and life. **ALL MEANS ALL.**
OUR VISION: REINVENT URBAN ED

AISD Power Skills for 21st Century Learning—6 Cs

- Collaboration
- Communication
- Connection
- Cultural Proficiency
- Creativity
- Critical Thinking
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EVERY INCOMING $1  →  40¢  →  Texas
RECAPTURE

$406.1 MILLION (2017)
RECAPTURE

OPERATIONS + MAINTENANCE

129 CAMPUSES

1 CAMPUS
Nearly 6 of 10 AISD children come from disadvantaged homes

1 in 3 English is not the first language

1 in 10 children classified as having learning or other disability
RECAPTURE

BOND

$1

[Images of coins and a map of Texas]
URGENT NEED

T.A. BROWN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CLOSED DOWN
WILL WE MAKE AN INVESTMENT?
CITY WIDE DEMOGRAPHICS
FEEDBACK LOOP

- 3000+ comments gathered
- Nearly 400 touch points
- FABPAC has reviewed and modified recommendations in many cases

Updated project sheets highlight changes in **ITALICIZED** text.

Fully addressing accessibility, sustainable (or "green") construction, and the provision of a healthy, safe, and secure environment for students, teachers, and staff.

New population projections suggest Wooten’s boundary population will increase. Due to current and projected overcrowding, the timeframe was adjusted from Years 6 - 12 to Years 1 - 6. Additionally, the school’s planned capacity increased to 696 to align with new projections. The school’s capacity will be increased to 696 through an addition and/or a reconfiguration of the existing school in order to minimize potential overcrowding and provide optimal learning environments for students.
Thank you for listening

We want your feedback!
Email: future@austinisd.org
Call direct: 512-414-9595
Come to an upcoming meeting.

#AISDFuture & #AISDFuturo
www.aisdfuture.com & www.aisdfuturo.com